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These notes are intended to set out the most important
principles of the meditation, as it is done twice a day in
the quiet of one's own home.

The meditation, as a.method,

does not need to be done with other people, although many
gei; help from doing so.

But basically it is an individual thing.;

designed to be done on one-'s· own.

This is one of the most

important things about it, and is perhaps its greatest strength.
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PRINCIPLES

I)

of

the

M. EDIT AT I O ~.

In this method of meditation, the guiding principle is that of Unity.

Not o~ly does the meditation bning about Unity in those who do it•, but' the:
whale technique is designed to. be carried out without duality or inner conflict
and this is perh~ps the beat criterion to apply ~o any questions that arise.
2)

The method is based on the princ~ple that the mind goes natura~ly to the

place of greatest happiness.

Provided the mind is turned, · initially, irr

the right direction, it will be attracted to the mantra.

There is no need:,

nor is it desirable, to hold ~he attention on the mantra, for the mantra
itself will attract the mind.

3)

Thoughts should not be excluded - they are a part of meditation.

If

thoughts, sensations or feelings overwhelm the mantra, one should let them do
so - never oppose them.

Sooner or later the mantra will reappear, and then

one c-an gently return to it •
. 4)

When one starts the meditation, one takes oneself as one is - good state or

bad it makes no difference.

Attempts to prepare for it, or change one's state

or frame of mind before doing it, create an artificial situation.

The- mantra

works on what we are, nut on -what we imagine we should be.

5)

Once the repeti.tion of the mantra has been started, one leaves everything

to it.

The only volunt~ act is to start it, and that is best done by

letting it come to the surface on its own.

Attempts to repeat it loudly or

softly, faster or slower, or to manipulate it in any way, lead to tension.
The mantra knows how it should go.
6) The deeper the meditation goes, the more one e:x:perienc·es blia:s. Ex:perienc.e
Any experience outside
within the compass of the mantra is all that matters-.
the mantra is unimportant.

Always return to the mantra.

7) As the mantra goes deeper, its quality changes, and! with it the way it
is pronounced.

It is never a clear pronunciation, more and more of a faint

idea, and eventually it fades away and disappears.
'transcending'.

This is called

Once one becomes aware one is not pronouncing it, then one

knows it has transcended and one is back at the beginning again.
8)

Any attempts to make the mantra transcend or control the way it goes are

out of the question - they will actually prevent it from transcending.
has to let go.
9) When the meditation goes as it should nothing comes between us
mantra.

In the same way, when our

One

and the

work during the day goes as it should,

nothing comes between us and. . what we are- d'oing.

This means-· that, unlike
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other methods-', there is no 'observer'.

IO)

Provided one does the meditation regularly, the effeci;s are onundJ

to come out during,: the> day.

No specrcia;l dise:iplines are required, either

to keep the energy one gets from meditati.on, or to use it in a c:erlain wey.

II)

This methodJ of meditation works direcl on consciousness, and influences

our funci; ions from above.

Work on the c:ontrol of funations is therefore

unnecessa-ry, in fact it may actua.lly stand irr the way •.
I2)

The ordinaxy c.irc:mmstances of our daily life are the besi; material

. for the meditation.

nothing has ·fo be given up, nothing has· to ber- c:ha:nged:,

in fact it is· impor.tant not to do su.

I3)

It is important to leave every~ning ~o the meditation.

in the Gospel according to Thomas, "Jesus said:

As

it says.,

it is impos.:sible for a

man to mount two horses, and to stretcn two bows, anru it is imposs:ible for
a servant "tio serve two masters ••••• "
ta.~e one all the way.

The meditation is enough.

It can

